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Abstract 
Let (σ; ɏ) be a one-sided symbolic space, and let ɐ be the shift on ȭ. In this paper, we prove that there exist a subset
J ؿ σ such that ( )(Jκ ;σ ) is M-systems, where ( )(Jκ ; σ ) be the set-valued dynamical system induced by ɐ.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the central problem of dynamical system is to investigate asymptotic behavior and 
topological structure of the orbits of points. Motional properties of points as a whole in the space can 
reflect better the dynamical character of the whole system. So it should be paid attention to the subjects of 
topological mixing, topological transitivity and ergodicity in researching dynamical system. However, 
when handling problems such as numerical simulation, attractors, migration and species breed, it is not 
enough to know how some single individualities (i.e. some points in the space) change, it needs to know 
how some groups (i.e. some subsets in the space) change. Therefore, the study of set-valued system 
induced by single-valued system has attracted more and more scholar's attentions. Dynamical properties 
of the kind of set-valued discrete system completely depend on the single-valued system inducing it. It is 
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inevitable that dynamical properties of the set-valued system reflect those of the single-valued system , 
and they link closely. So set-valued discrete system offers a new way to study dynamical properties of the 
single-system. 
First of all, R. F. Heriberto  [1] discussed and defined the relationships between continuous map on 
the metric space and transitivity of the corresponding expansion map on set-valued discrete system 
induced by the continuous map. Then he proposed "whether does the chaos of f imply the chaoticity of  
f ". Drawing inspiration from this, A. Fsdeli [2] discussed the relationship between continuous map on 
the constant subsystem of set-valued discrete system and transitivity of the continuous map on basic 
system and made his findings that,  under certain conditions, Devaney chaos of the expanding map on 
constant subsystem of set-valued discrete system is equivalent to that of the continuous map on basic 
system. Meanwhile, he proposed "when dose the chaos of f imply the chaoticity of f ". Liao, Zhang and 
the author of this paper discussed and answered the two questions in [3]. 
Besides, symbolic dynamical system as a research direction has been a useful tool for giving the proof 
of existence and constructing the counterexamples to investigate the complexity of system. The main 
purpose of this paper is to construct a M-system on symbolic space and explicate that the set-valued 
system induced by it is also a M-system. 
The main results are stated as follows: 
Let ( )ρ,¦  be a one-sided symbolic space with two symbolic symbols and σ be the shift on it. There 
exists a subset J ⊂, with the following properties: 
y (P1) ( J ; σ ) is M-system; 
y (P2) ( J ; σ ) is topologically ergodic; 
y (P3) ( J ; σ ) is topologically double ergodic; 
y (p4) ( )(Jκ ; σ ) is topologically weakly mixing; 
y (P5) ( )(Jκ ; σ ) is almost periodically dense; 
y (P6) ( )(Jκ ; σ ) is M-system. 
2᧪ Basic definitions and preparations 
Definition  2.1. Let VU ,  be any non-empty open set of X , (i) f  is said to be topologically ergodic if 
0})]1,,1,0{),(([#1lim
n
>−Κ
∞→
nVU
n

i.e. ),( VUΚ  is a positive upper density subset of the set of positive integers. (ii) f  is said to be 
topologically double ergodic if   ff ×  is topologically ergodic. 
Definition 2.2.Let }1,0{=S , }.,2,1,|{ 21  =∈==¦ iSxxxx i Define R→¦×¦:ρ as 
follows: For any ¦∈yx, , if 21xxx = and 21 yyy = then  
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It is not difficult to check that ρ is a metric on ¦ . The space ),( ρ¦ is compact and called the one-
sided symbolic space (with two symbols). 
Define ¦→¦:σ by  3221 )( xxxx ==σ for any σ.21 ¦∈= xxx is continuous and 
called the shift on ¦ . The ),( ρ¦ is a compact system. If ¦⊂Y is closed and YY =)(σ , then 
YYY →:|σ is called a sub-shift of σ . 
Definition 2.3. Call A a tuple (over S={0,1}), if it is a finite arrangement of elements in S. If 
,21 naaaA = where ,1, niSai ≤≤∈ then the length of A is said to be n ,denoted by |A|= n . Let 
mbbbB 21= be another tuple. 
We say B occurs in A, if there exists 0≥i such that ),1(jij ab += for each .,,2,1 mj = Denote 
.AB % The number of i satisfying (1) is called the occurrence number of B in ,A and is denote by 
).(ALB
Foy any tuple ,21 nbbbB = denote }1,|{][ 21 nibxxxxB ii ≤≤=¦∈==  which will 
be called a cylinder generated by B . 
Lemma 2.1. Let ),( fX be a compact system. XXf →: is minimal if and only if for any 
.}|)({, XNnxfXx n =∈∈
Proof: For a proof, see Ref.[4]. 
Lemma  2.2. Let ),( fX be a compact system. The following are equivalent: 
),()(),()( fXxiifAxi ω∈∈ is a minimal set. 
Proof: For a proof, see Ref.[5][6]. 
Lemma  2.3. The following are equivalent: 
fi)( is weakly mixing; )(ii for any mfm ,2≥ is transitive; )(iii for any non-empty open sets U and 
V , there is an 0>n such that Φ≠VUf n )( and Φ≠VVf n )( . 
Proof: For a proof, see Ref.[3]. 
Lemma   2.4. Let ),( fX be a dynamical system, then Φ≠)( fA . 
Lemma 2.5 Let ),( 2121 nn fffXXX ××××××  be the product system constituted by 
,,,2,1),,( nifX ii = if ),,,( 21 nxxx  is a almost periodic point of ,21 nfff ×××  then so 
is )),(,),()(( 2211 21 nmnmm xfxfxf n for any .,,2,1, niNmi =∈
Proof. Let ),,,( 21 nxxx  be a almost periodic point of ,21 nfff ×××  for any 0>ε and 
,,,2,1, niNmi =∈ let }.,,,max{ 21 nmmmq = By continuities of if , there exists 0>δ such 
that ε<))(),(( yfxfd jiji for all qjXyxyxd i ,,2,1,,,),( =∈< δ and .,,2,1 ni =
     Since ),,,( 21 nxxx  is a almost point, ))),,,,((),,,,(( 2121 δnn xxxBxxxN  is syndetic, 
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so )))),(),(),((()),(),(),((( 22112211 2121 εnmnmmnmnmm xfxfxfBxfxfxfN nn  is syndetic too. 
3. Proof of Main Theorem 
In this section we shall prove the theorem. For this we first restate the construction of the sub-shift as 
follows:  
 Let naaaA 21=  be a tuple over }1,0{=S .Define the inverse of  A  to be naaaA 21= , 
where for i=1,2,…,n,    
0
1
1
0
=
=®¯­=
i
i
i
a
a
if
if
a
Take an arbitrary tuple  1A . Let 2A be an arrangement of 1A  and 1A , say 112 AAA = (or 11 AA ). 
Define inductively the tuples  2A , ,3A such that nA  is a arrangement of all the tuples of the finite set 
}11},,{|{ 1211-n −≤≤∈=℘ − niAAjJJJ iiin
 Let 21 AAa = , By the proof of [7] we know that )(σAa ∈ , then  ),( σω aa ∈  and  
),( σω a  is a minimal set. 
Choose an uncountable subset E in Ȉ such that for any diěerent points ,,, 2121  yyyxxx ==
both nn yx =  holds for infinitely many n and mm yx ≠  holds for infinitely  many m. Such a subset 
exists, cf.,e.g.,[8]. Define ¦→E᧶ϕ , such that for any ,,21 Exxx ∈=  21)( BBx =ϕ , where  
                                                       
0
1
=
=®¯­=
i
i
i
i
i
x
x
if
if
A
A
B
There exists 0≥k   such that the first im  coordinate vector of  )(akσ  is )|( 2121 iii mBBBBBB = . 
Since for every fixed i , on matter how )ij1(j ≤≤B select, aABBB ii %% 121 + . This shows that 
for every Ex ∈ , ),()( σωϕ ax ∈ . Let ),(),( σωϕ aDED ⊂= . D  is  an uncountable set since E
is an uncountable set and ϕ  is an injection. So ),( σω a is an uncountable set. Let ),( σω aJ = , then 
)(σAJ ⊂ . 
         Now we give the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of (P1). By the construction, we can know that ),( σJ is almost periodically dense. Since J|σ
is minimal map, it is transitive. Above all, ),( σJ  is M-system. 
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Proof of (P2). Let U, V be non-empty open sets of J and )(, σAVU ⊂ . By the proof of (P1), 
J|σ is topologically transitive. So there is a positive integer n such that  Φ≠− VUn )(σ . Thus there 
exists VUAx n  )()( −∈ σσ , i.e. there exists )(σAVx ∈  and Uxn ∈− )(σ , U  is an open 
neighbourhood of )(xnσ . Because nσ  is continuous, for the neighbourhood U  of  )(xnσ , there 
exists VD ⊂ , where D is a neighbourhood of  x  and UDn ⊂)(σ . Since )(σAx ∈ , there exists 
0>L   such that 
                      
LnL
nLVUn n
nL
1}]1,,1,0{})(|[{#lim ≥−Φ≠
∞→
σ
 So )(| σσ A  is topologically ergodic. By the proof of (P1), ),( σJ is almost periodically dense. Thus 
JA =)(σ .Above all, ),( σJ  is topologically ergodic.  
Proof of (P3). By [9], J|σ  is topologically weakly mixing. Since ),( σω aJ =  is a minimal 
set,by the construction,  ),( σJ  is a minimal subsystem of σ . 
Firstly,we will prove that ),( σσ ×× JJ  is a minimal subsystem of σσ ×  if ),( σJ  is a minimal 
subsystem of σ . By lemma 2.1,we only need to show that for JJyx ×∈∀ ),( . JJyxn ×=× )),(()( σσ
Let JJyx ×∈),( , then JNnyJNnx nn =∈=∈ }|)({,}|)({ σσ . So 
}|)(}|)({}|)({}|)({ NnyNnxNnyNnxJJ nnnn ∈×∈=∈×∈=× σσσσ . 
Secondly, we will prove that for JJyx ×∈∀ ),( , )(),( σσ ×∈ Ayx .By lemma 2.2, we only 
need to show that ]),,[(),( σσω ×∈ yxyx  . Since J|σ  is topologically weakly  mixing, for any 
neighbourhood VU × , there exists 0>n  such that Φ≠××× )()]]()[( VUVUn σσ .Further, 
there exists an increasing sequence }{ ip  of positive integers such that ),()),(()(lim yxyxipi =×∞→ σσ
So ]),,[(),( σσω ×∈ yxyx . By lemma 2.2, )(),( σσ ×∈ Ayx . 
          Finally, we will prove that J|σ is topologically double ergodic. It suĜces to prove that 
JJ×× |σσ  is topologically ergodic. This can be known by the above proof and the  prove of (P2). 
          Above all, ),( σJ  is topologically double ergodic. 
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Proof of (P4).  By the proof of (P3), J|σ  is topologically weakly mixing. Let U, V be non-empty 
open sets of )(Jκ .There exist non-empty open sets ts VVVUUU  ,,,,, 2121  of J , such that 
VVVVBBUUUUBB ts ⊂=⊂= ),,(,),,( 212211  , Let },max{ tsm = ,and put                    
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Evidently, ii VU , are both non-empty open sets of J . Since J|σ  is topologically weakly mixing, by 
lemma 2.3, m2σ  is topologically transitive. So for some ,0>n Φ≠ii
n VU )(σ  for mi 21 ≤≤ . 
Thus for each  we can choose mi 2,,2,1 = , we can choose iiii VyUx ∈∈ ,  such that 
ii
n yx =)(σ .Put },,,{},.,,{},,,{ 2212211211 mmmmm xxxEyyyFxxxE  ++===
}.,,{ 2212 mmm yyyF ++= . We have .2,1,)( == iFE iinσ  Since we easily see that 11 BE ⊂ , and 
,,, 2212 BFFE ⊂  it follows that Φ≠⊃ 21 )()( BBVU nn  σσ  and )()( 2BVU nn σσ ⊃
Φ≠2B . By lemma 2.3, σ is topologically weakly mixing. 
         Above all, )),(( σκ J  is topologically weakly mixing. 
Proof of (P5). By the proof of (P1), ),( σJ   is almost periodically dense. Let },x,{x 21 =A  be a 
countable dense subset of  )(σA , so JAA == )(σ ,i.e., A  is a dense subset of J too. Then for any 
)(JK κ∈  and 0>ε , there exists a finite subset A},,{ 21 ⊂′′= xxB  such that 2),(
ε
<KBH . 
Let nixOA ii ,,2,1),,( =′= σ , then nAAA ,, 21 are minimal. By lemma 2.4, there exists a almost 
periodic point ).,,( 21 nyyy  in the product system ),( 21 σσσ ××××××  nAAA . Since iA   
is minimal, iy is transitive in ),( σiA , for any },,2,1{ ni ∈ . So there exist nmmm .,, 21  such that   
2
)),(( εσ <′iim xyd i  for all ni ,,2,1 = . 
Therefore,                  
2
)),,()),(,),(),(( 2121 21
ε
σσσ <′′′ nn
mmm
xxxyyyH n  . 
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Hence εσσσ <))),(,),(),(( 21 21 KyyyH nmmm n . 
By lemma 2.5, ( ))(,),(),( 21 21 nmmm yyy nσσσ   is almost periodic in ,( 21 nAAA ××× 
)σσσ ×××   and easily to see that ( ))(,),(),( 21 21 nmmm yyy nσσσ   is a almost periodic point of 
)),(( σκ J . 
Above all, )),(( σκ J  is almost periodically dense. 
Proof of (P6). By the proof of (P4),  )),(( σκ J  is topologically weakly mixing. So it is 
topologically transitive. By the proof of (P5), )),(( σκ J  is almost periodically dense. 
Above all, )),(( σκ J  is M-system. 
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